Don't Miss!

ZOOM MEETING INFO

g2g.to/may20

MAY 20, 2021
5:00 - 7:00 PM
(LOG-IN @ 5:00 PM)

YCSD Parent YOU (Parent University)
Sessions are held virtually on Zoom.

We are excited to have you as a participant in our YCSD Parent YOU (Parent University). Sessions are aligned with one of four pathways. Parents choose ONE of the pathways to follow and attend sessions in that pathway. Our Parent YOU provides opportunities for parents to attend different pathways each year. This program is an excellent chance for parents to get helpful and practical information along with the ability to receive giveaways, prizes, and gifts. YCSD will have a June Parent YOU graduation ceremony with awards and even more prizes for those who attend ALL of the sessions in their chosen pathway.

PATHWAY ONE - SOCIAL EMOTIONAL LEARNING/HEALTH AND WELL-BEING

SESSION FOUR
Maurice Clarett, Reading and Personal Wellness Routines
Please join us for an evening with the Red Zone's Maurice Clarett as he shares the journey that books allowed him to take from prison to prosperity. He had very few books as a student but was given the book *As A Man Thinketh* by James Allen in 2006 when he first got to prison. Maurice read that book 40-50 times and memorized parts of it. This process began his love affair with reading, learning, and self-education. The knowledge in books can be the key to your child’s future and YOUR future. Reading saved Maurice’s life—come listen to him share how it can pave the way to a bright future for you and your child.

JaQualia Lynn Leonard, Insight and Strategies for Time Management
Can you really create balance for yourself and your children during a pandemic? Yes, it’s possible! Kids are home, schedules have changed, and the old method of getting things done no longer works. There are “new rules” for getting things done while your kids are home all day, which includes learning how to win the day, every day, and that comes through understanding and implementing my productivity toolkit strategies which you will receive. These tools help create an environment where both parent and child can embrace change and maintain a good level of positivity.

PATHWAY TWO - LITERACY

SESSION FOUR
Willa Brigham, Storytelling - It’s a Family Affair!
Stories are powerful, whether read aloud from books or spoken from our own experiences. When children hear our stories, their creativity and imagination take hold and create mental images. This session is the last of a three-session workshop designed to help parents become storytellers and learn how to share stories with their children. Join Willa Brigham to learn storytelling skills, including structure, sequence, and the art of storytelling.

PATHWAY THREE - DIVERSITY

SESSION FOUR
Diversity Center of Northeast Ohio - LGBTQ+ Youth in the K-12 System
This important workshop presented by the Diversity Center of Northeast Ohio addresses the social and cultural impacts in the U.S. for LGBTQ+ youth in the K-12 system. Participants will explore the key concepts and competencies for working with members of these communities, including gender pronouns, definitions of sexual orientations, explanations of preferred or updated language, and statistics regarding the implications of LGBTQ+ discrimination for youth.

PATHWAY FOUR - COLLEGE AWARENESS FOR EL FAMILIES (HABRÁ INTÉRPRETE)

SESSION FOUR
Marian Armstrong and Jorge Vega Santos, College Awareness for EL Families
Para mas Informacion sobre Este segmento, contacte a Natalie Griffin 330-744-6985. This program is the final session of an interactive series for families of English Learner (EL) scholars (Grades 8-11) to build early college awareness. Each participant (scholar may attend with parent) will receive a book to guide them through the series. We will provide time for families to discuss their concerns and to understand the process of preparing for college. This session is funded through “The Chaffee Family Foundation.”